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ABSTRACT 

The symmetry of reciprocity is reviewed in the context of relativistic Quantum 
Mechanics with the specific aim of relating to P-C-T invariances. From this investigation 
Global time reversal is found to be a sufficient condition for reciprocity to hold in scattering 
from a vector potential. 

The present proof is free from assumptions of small angle scattering and from 
restrictions on z-dependent terms in the scattering equation, and by avoiding S-matrix theory is 
thought to be accessible to undergraduate teaching. 
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1. Introduction 
The theorem of reciprocity has found everyday application in electron diffraction. 

Initially, through the work of von Laue (1935) and Cowley (1969), and later Moodie (1972) 
and Buxton et al. (1976), this theorem has become a basic element in electron diffraction 
analysis, and analysis of z symmetries in electron microscope contrast. However little progress 
has been made in relating these symmetries direcdy to those of relativistic quantum mechanics. 
Standard derivations of the reciprocity relation using Time-Reversal symmetry and the S-rnr trix 
formalism (e.g. Merzbacher, 1961) dependent upon the invariance of an Hermitian Hamiltonian 
under T.R. leave something to be desired in terms of the specifics of the time stationary N-
beam solution, doubts elegandy expressed for example by Portier and Gratias (1982). 

On the other hand Pogany and Turner (1968) gave a proof which relied only on the 
symmetry of a Green's function involved in the solution of the non-relativistic Schrodinger 
equation following an earlier proof by Bilhorn Foldy Thaler and Tobochman (1964). In this 
present note we aim to extend their method to the Klein-Gordon equation and to the presence of 
a vector potential. This latter consideration is interesting because of the experimental 
verification by Tonomura, Matsuda and Endo (1986) of the breakdown of reciprocity for a 
magnetic specimen. 

Elastic scattering is assumed in the present paper which also deals exclusively with the 
scattering of a charged particle by an electromagnetic field. However derivations for 
electromagnetic radiation and a dielectric field, and of charged particle undergoing specific 
inelastic processes will be considered in die near future. 

2. Derivation 
Models 

Electron diffraction can be modelled by a electron plane wave scattering off some object 
in which the four-potential Aa=(((>,A) is nonzero within the volume Cl occupied by the scatterer. 
The source of particles (electron gun) is denoted a by the point P, and the detector (plate) as by 
the point Q. 

For low accelerating potentials, the electrons are nonrelativistic and may be treated with 
the Schroedinger equation, but for large accelerating potentials, the Dirac equation should be 
used. Since the effect of the electron spin is usually negligible in both cases, the Klein-Gordon 
equation may be used in the relativistic case. 

Reciprocity 
If H'p(r) denotes the scattered wave function at r with the source at P, then this notation 

can be used to define the notion of reciprocity: 
(1) 



I^Q(rp)! = Wp(rQ)l 
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What this amounts to is an interchange of source and detector, or equally well a rotation 
of 180° of the scatterer about the direction defined by the direction of the change-in-momentum 
vector Ap - pf-pi, where pi and pf are the incident and scattered electron momenta 
respectively. This is illustrated in Fig. 1. 

We seek to find under what conditions (i.e. what constraints on the potentials <J),A) an 
experiment can be said to be subject to the reciprocity condition (eqn (1)). This amounts to 
finding the constraints on <j> and A which guarantee an identical beam intensity at the point Q on 
the plate when the scatterer is rotated as described above. The relationship of this symmetry to 
other fundamental quantum mechanical symmetries (CPT) will be discussed. 

Motivation from classical results 
The relativistic but classical (i.e. non-quantum mechanical) path of the electron can be computed 
uniquely from the Lagrangian 

Lc(u,A,<t>,e) = -nc2"V l-u 2/c 2 + - u.A - e<|> 

where the potentials are in general non-parity invariant (i.e. unsymmetric). The following table 
shows the effect of the fundamental transformations C,P and T on the potentials A a , the charge 
e, and the velocity (momentum) u (p). This assumes a Global transformation- as if the 
experimenter were able to change the fields inside the sample as well as the direction of the 
electron beam. 

Table 1: Global C,P and T Transformations. 
Transformation A(r')' 0(r')' u',p' e* W 

C -A(r) -0(r) u,p -e 1< 
P A(-r) <t>(-r) -u,-p e ? 
T -A(r) <{>(r) -u,-p e U 
CT A(r) -(()(r) -u,-p -e U 

This table implies that the electron path is classically reversible (and therefore reciprocal) under 
any combination of C or T global transformations. This v also clear by inspection of the 
Lorentz force 

F = e(E+vxB) = e(-V<|>+vxVxA) 
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where conservation of the force F under reversal of the velocity v requires conservation of the 
sign of e<)) and a flip in the sign of eA. 

More realistically however, the experimenter will only be able to change the direction 
and charge of the particles he/she is firing at the specimen, and not the internal fields: 

Table 2: Restricted C,P and T Transformations. 
Transformation A(rT <t>(r')' u \ p ' e" Lc' 

C A(r) 0(r) 
P A(r) <(Kr) 
T A(r) <Kr) 
CT A(r) (Kr) 

Thus the Lagrangian is non-invariant and the experimenter cannot expect to see a 
reciprocal system. In the special case of a negligible magnetic field (which turns out to be a very 
wide class of materials) the system is reciprocal under "restricted" time reversal, which 
corresponds to the 180° rotation described above. The condition for this is 

u <)> Electric field 
" ~ c * A ~ Magnetic field 

Reciprocity theorems in Quantum Mechanics 
Nonrelativistic case 

The proof of reciprocity for the nonrelativistic case follows closely that of Bilhom et al 
(1964), but we incorporate the magnetic field to obtain greater generality. Natural units (fi = c 
= 1) are used throughout. We assume the scatterer and electron system can be described by a 
Hamiltonian of form 

H = —(p - eA) 2 + e<(>(r) 

where no spin interactions have been incorporated. We claim that the equation 

(H-iao^iM) = 5(r - rp)exp(-iEt) 

which can be written in the separated form (providing the potentials are time-independent) 
(H-E)4yr,t) = 8(r - r p ) , 
^p(r )t) = ^p(r)exp(-iEt) 

u,p 
-u,-p 
-u,-p 
-u,-p 

e 
e 
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corresponds to a source at point P (electron gun) of electrons of energy E which are in 
stationary states. This is justified by the fact that the "incident" wave function on the volume Q 
will have the asymptotic form 

¥p(r,t) - yjr^rj exp(i(k.(r - rp)-Et)) 

which looks exactly like the plane wave assumed in conventional scattering theory when Ir - r pl 
is large compared to the dimensions of the scatterer (i.e. Ir - rpl will be virtually constant over 
the range of the interaction). This is manifesdy true in, say, an electron microscope, where 
Ir - rpl will be the gun-specimen distance. 

A further point of interest is that any surface integral of particle current enclosing the 
source point P is identically zero 

J d Dj.dS = 0 r p e D (2) 

where j = — C¥*W - *FVF*) 

This seems to indicate that point P is not really a "source" (which is true), but the delta function 
at point P does give rise to an incident psuedo-plane wave on the specimen, which makes this 
Green's function approach equivalent to that of conventional scattering theory. The property 
embodied in equation (2) must be retained if the wave functions are to remain normalizeable. 

A point source at A of electrons of energy E will then be described by the equation 

(•±- (-iV-eA)2 + e<|>(r) - E)*FA(r) = 8(r-rA) (3) 

2̂ 1 

and an identical point source at B will be described by 

(— (-iV-eA)2 + e(|>(r) - E)4'B(r) = 5(r-rB) (4) 
2\i 

If we integrate the result of multiplying equation (4) by *¥E(T) and subtracting equation 
(3) times M'A(r) over all space, we obtain 

^B(rA) - H'A(rB) = J / [ ( ^ A V ^ B - ^ B V ^ A ) + 2 \ t ^ tfV^tfV k)y\ 

The first term in the integral can be written 
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Jv.0FAV4'B-xFBVM'A)d3r 

= J (^AV^B-^BV^Aj-dS 

But since the 'F's are solutions of a linear second order differential equation, they satisfy 
homogeneous boundary conditions of the form 

a*P + p— = 0 
dn 

at the bounding surface 3S at infinity. Hence this contribution to the integral vanishes and the 
final result is 

^B(rA)-xI'A(rB)=-jA.(4'AV4'B-4'BVM'A)d3r * 0 in general. (5) 

Now one possible description of a zero magnetic field is A = 0, in which case it is obvious that 
the integral in (5) vanishes and the system is reciprocal, i.e. ̂ ( r A ^ ^ A ^ ) - The immediate 
question is then whether this is a gauge-invariant result, i.e. can ^FBOVO and *FA(I*B) be made 
to differ by more than a phase factor by the action of gauge transformations. 

In order to answer this question it is necessary to recall that the Green's functions 
^A(r) and *FB(»") are not gauge invariant, and under the usual guage transformations 

A -> A' = A + Vx(r) 

dt 
¥(r) -> *F(r)' = ̂ (r)exp(iex(r)) (X e R necessarily) 

the new wave function ^ ( r ) ' satisfies the equation 

(H: - E)^A(r)' = exp(iex(rA)) 6(r - r A ) (6) 

which amounts simply to a phase shift in the source. Such a phase shift is in principle not 
measurable, which suggests that the reciprocity result above is guage invariant. This can be 
proved by repeating the above derivation starting from equation (6) to obtain the following 
result 
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4*B(rA)exp(iex(rA)) - ^(rB^xpCiexCrB)) 

- — f [ ( ^ A ' V ^ B ' - ^ B ' V ^ A ) + 2ieA•.0^'A'V4'B ,-x^VVH'A•)] d 3 r 
2 u J 

= - }(A+Vx)(^AV4'B-4'BV'FA)exp(2iex)d3r (7) 

where the first part of the integral vanishes by the same argument used above. 
If we put A = V^ in equation (5) in order to take into account all possible expressions 

of the magnetic potential corresponding to zero magnetic field, then clearly a choice of guage 
transformation % = -\ renders the integral in equation (7) trivially zero, so we may write 

yB(rA)exp(-ieS(rA)) = ¥A(rB)exp(-ie$(rB)) 
and therefore 

I^B(rA)l = I^A(rB)l 
which is the desired reciprocity result. This indicates that reciprocity holds at least in the 
nonrelativistic case in the absence of magnetic fields. 

Relativistic case 
The proof for the Klein-Gordon and Dirac equations follows along similar lines; under 

the same assumptions of time-independant potentials and stationary wave functions of energy 
E, the Klein-Gordon equation for a source at point A is 

[(E - e<|>)2 - (-iV - eA)2 - u2] *pA( r) = 5(r - r A ) (%) 
Writing the same equation for a source at point B and cross-multiplying and integrating 

as before, we obtain 

^B(r A ) - ^A(r B) = J ( ( ^ B V 2 ^ A - ^ A V 2 ^ B ) + 2ieA.(YAV4'B-¥BV»FA))d3r (9) 

The first part of the integral vanishes by the same arguments advanced previously, and so we 
have the result 

^B(rA)-^A(rB) = 2iejA.0FAV4'B-vFBV»I'A)d3r # 0 in general. (10) 
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Under the standard guage transformations above, the transformed wave function satisfies 

[(E - e4>')2 - (-iV - eA')2 - ̂ 2] y A ( r y = exp(iex(rA)) 5(r - r A ) (11) 

and a repitition of the derivation shows that the difference integral is 

4/

B(rA)exp(iex(rA)) - *PA(rB)exp(iex(rB)) 

= J [ ( 4 V V 2 ¥ B - ¥ B ' V 2 X * V ) + 2ieA,.(M'A

,V4'B,-M'B'V»FA')] dh 

= 2ie J (A + Vx).(*FA 'VYB

,- ,PB ,VH'A ,)d 3r (12) 

Once again, the guage invariance of the zero magnetic field reciprocity displayed by equation 
(10) is readily proved by choosing A = V2; and a gauge transform % = -£ such that the integral 
in (12) vanishes and thus 

WB(rA)l = ra'A(rB)l. (13) 

The proof for the Dirac equation follows immediately upon recollection of the fact that 
each of the components of the Dirac 4-spinor y (in the usual representation) satisfies the Klein 
Gordon equation, and the homogeneous boundary conditions may be written 

kV+Pan 0 ** ^iiVi + Pii-gn

L = 0 

where X and p are some 4x4 diagonal matrices whose elements will not be independent because 
of the normalisation of \j/. But this implies that each component \yj of the spinor satisfies the 
reciprocity relation (13), and since the Dirac probability density is 

i=4 
P(r) = V ( r ) t V ( r ) = X >Vi(r)l2 

i=l 
clearly the probability density is also reciprocal; 

PB(rA) = P A ( r B ) . 

Reciprocity under Global T or CT transformations 
This section gives the proofs for the Klein-Gordon case (and thus by implication the 

Dirac and Schroedinger also) when the change of the source location to point B is also 
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accompanied by a global transformation T or CT on all the fields and charges. Note that these 
transformations are generally not experimentally realizable except in certain trivial cases (e.g. 
B=0). 

From the table on page one,it is clear that the product eA revcrssa sign under T or CT 
and the product e<|> remains constant, so equation (8) with the source shifted to point B and 
eA—> -eA becomes 

[(E - e<t»2 - (-iV + eA)2 - ^2] y B ( r ) = 6(r - re) (14) 

Note that this is not a formal time reversal operation involving a complex conjugation; equation 
(14) is simply the answer to to question "what equation describes the evolution of a particle 
4 /e(r) of energy E, charge ±e, with a source at point B and the field eA reversed in direction 
whilst the electrostatic interaction is unchanged?". Since time reversal interchanges the 
processes of emission and absorption, this effect is incorporated by interchanging the spatial 
locations of the source and detector. Repeating the usual derivation using equations (8) and (14) 
then yields 

^BO-A) - ^A(rB) = -2ie J V.(A¥ A ¥ B )d 3 r (15) 

Now any realistic potential can be written as 

A = Aphys+ V£ 

where A p h y s is a physical potential of form 

Aphys(D~ j J S d 3 r 

and % is any arbitrary gauge variable. Now j(r') is nonzero only in the region CI, so A ph y s(r) ~ 
- at large distances, as do the wave functions ^ ( r ) and 4/B(r) (in the worst case) in order to 

remain normalizeable. Hence the integral 

J V.(AphysH'AH'B)d3r (16) 

= f A^e^A-dS ~ lim (Rs->°°) ^ ? r - = 0. 
JdS R s 3 
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Under the usual gauge transform (with ^ ( r ) ' = M/e(r)exp(±iex(r)) depending of course on 
whether charge conjugation has been employed), equation (15) becomes 

xFB(rA)exp(iex(rA)) - ̂ A(rB)exp(±iex(rB))= -2ic J V.((A+Vx)¥A

,H'B ,)d3r 
and if we choose x = _ £, then the right hand side behaves exactly like the integral in (16), 
which is identically zero, so once again we have l*FR(rA)l = '^A(rB)l as a gauge independent 
result. 

3. Results and Discussion 
The main conclusion reached from the above derivation is that Global time reversal lies 

behind the symmetry we call reciprocity in electron diffraction. These investigations have also 
highlighted the main conceptual difficulty which has prevented a ready acceptance of this fact in 
the past, that is, that working within the formalism of stationary states as required for the 
calculation of coherently scattered electron intensities precludes the use of "initial" and 'final" 
states needed in T.R. proofs. The problem here, like that formulated in the Aharanov-Bohm 
effect, arises from particle-wave duality: the N-beam diffraction is envisaged (and computed as 
in multi-slice) as a monochromatic and classical wave equation. Finally however the 
interpretation requires a source and detector for each diffraction channel involving electrons as 
particles. 

A not unexpected consequence of the requirement of G.T.R. is that reciprocity will not 
hold for a magnetic specimen, since reversal of the internal currents and hence magnetic field 
are part of that requirement. 

Finally, the present proof is not dependent on assumption of "small angle" scattering 
and so is equally applicable to LEED. For this reason it should replace earlier use of the small-
angle approximation which initially appeared to provide a simple picture of reciproci. as a z-
reversal symmetry. However when it was later found (Portier et al., 1982) that this picture was 
valid only for the exact Bragg condition the simplification became counter-productive, even as a 
teaching aid. 
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Figure Captions 
Fig. 1. Schematic diagram, showing the equivalence of a 180° rotation of the scatterer about 

Ap to the reciprocity symmetry. 
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